
Remote Learning Policy 2020.2021 

This policy outlines our expectations for Remote Learning that we will deliver at Al-Islamia Institute for Education. 

Intent 

Remote Learning should be as close as possible to the quality of teaching and learning delivered face-to-face. 

Children should have access to high-quality and relevant resources that align to the National Curriculum. Teachers 

will be expected to engage and interact with students and deliver learning using a variety of live and recorded 

learning. 

To ensure that children continue to develop handwriting skills, some activities will require children to respond in 

their exercise books. 

A timetable for each class will be followed to ensure that there is a structure to the learning and school day. This has 

been considered carefully to ensure that children do not have extended screen time, and/or that there are off-

screen breaks between learning sessions. The timetable has also been considered to ensure that live learning can be 

accessed fairly and without undue pressure on households’ internet bandwidth, data and device. 

In order to ensure that the workload is manageable for our staff, learning that is delivered remotely will also be 

delivered to the children attending school. Key-worker or vulnerable children attending school will be asked to 

attend with their devices (should they have one) and participate in the same manner as for their classmates.  

If a parent/guardian is available to collect children attending school, after teaching sessions are completed, then 

they will be sent home to avoid undue contact with other people in school. All other children will be collected at the 

end of the normal school day (2.40pm). 

All learning that is live-streamed will be recorded and filed per GDPR and safeguarding guidelines. 

Remote Learning Guidelines: 

While delivering learning remotely, teachers are expected to abide by the following guidelines:  

• Complete training or self-led learning to become familiar with aspects of Remote Learning, such as using 

software, apps or extensions 

• Ensure that children are familiar with Remote Learning Protocols (and regularly remind children about these) 

• Ensure that background is neutral and/or select a suitable background for Google Meet 

• Record live streams and file per GDPR and Safeguarding guidelines 

• Mark all work (self-marked and then overviewed by class teacher on a weekly basis) 

• Follow-up on missing work per policy (see Impact) 

• Provide and update a checklist of resources provided for children (Appendix A) 

• Provide a list of resources that parents will need to prepare/provide on at least a bi-weekly basis - Appendix 

B 

• Deliver teaching and learning using high-quality resources, that align to the school’s ethos and Mission 

Statement from agreed sources, e.g.: 

o White Rose Maths 

o Oak Academy 

o Hamilton Trust 

o NCETM 

o Videos sourced from platforms such as YouTube, snipped/adapted using a tool such as: 

https://video.link/ so that they can be added without any ads. Content must be CHECKED to ensure 

alignment to school ethos. Suitable tools can be found by Google search using the terms ‘safe 

YouTube’ 

o Twinkl resources – content to align to school ethos 

o PDFs of literature/research material – fact-checked and content reviewed beforehand 

o Teacher-created material – created by oneself or sourced from teaching sites, e.g. www.tes.co.uk; 

with content reviewed beforehand 



o Pre-prepared PowerPoints or Jamboards, with voiceovers - created by oneself or sourced from 

teaching sites, e.g. www.tes.co.uk; with content reviewed beforehand 

• Respond promptly to children requesting support during live teaching/within timetabled sessions 

• Interact everyday with individual/groups of children using Google Meet when teaching is pre -recorded to 

gauge engagement and understanding 

Implementation 

Learning will be delivered using a mixture of live and pre-recorded teaching.  

KS1: 

Phonics/Spelling; Whole Class Reading and Story Time will be delivered live, to the whole class, via Google Meet. 

Phonics ‘teaching tools’ from the Letters and Sounds YouTube channel 

(https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCP_FbjYUP_UtldV2K_-niWw) will be uploaded for children who cannot access 

the live teaching. All children will access the Whole Class Reading Sessions.  

Maths, English and Foundation learning will be delivered live on Google Classroom, with printed activities in a weekly 

package of worksheets/packs. These activities should be completed and live-marked at the end of the session. 

Completed tasks will be returned each Monday between 9am to 1pm.  

During Maths, English and Foundation learning, teachers will ‘meet’ with individual/small groups of students to 

‘check’ their learning and provide any guidance. If a child asks for any help using the Classroom Stream, they will be 

prioritised. By the end of each lesson, each child will have interacted ‘face-to-face' for at least a few minutes. During 

the last 5 minutes of the lesson period, teachers will review the activity/ies and take feedback from the class as a 

whole. 

In addition, KS1 will have a weekly selection of activities that comprise of tasks such as reviewing prior learning for 

maths and writing (e.g., grammar and punctuation), phonics activities and handwriting. These will be organised for 

completion from Tuesday to Friday and returned each Monday.  

Reading books must also be returned every Monday. 

New booklets will be provided on Monday. A new reading book will also be provided for children each Monday. 

Children will have individual reading slots – two if they are receiving intervention – each week. Texts aligned to 

children’s reading stages will be uploaded as Learning Material for specific children. These will be ‘changed’/updated 

after each reading session. 

KS2: 

Maths, Writing, Reading and Foundation learning will be delivered live. The teaching materials used during the 

lessons (pre-recorded videos, PowerPoints, online whiteboards, etc.) will be made available on Google Classroom for 

children who cannot access live learning. Whole Class Reading will be accessed by ALL children. 

Activities for every lesson will be completed on printed worksheets (Maths and Science) or on lined paper (Reading 

and Writing). This will be live marked at the end of every lesson. 

Children in KS2 may have additional worksheets/activities to consolidate learning or support skill development (e.g., 

handwriting).  

All completed tasks will be returned each Monday between 9am to 1pm. Reading books that have been completed 

must also be returned at this time. 

New booklets and a reading book will be collected when completed activities are returned. 

Children will have individual reading slots – two if they are receiving intervention – each week. Texts aligned to 

children’s reading stages will be uploaded as Learning Material for specific children. These will be ‘changed’/updated 

after each reading session. 

All classes 



Teachers may choose to provide additional activities such as Handwriting competitions; projects or interactive tasks 

to consolidate learning or to enrich children’s experiences and knowledge. These will be given a deadline as well, and 

children should be mindful of turning in their work on time. 

Resources 

The school will provide resources during Week Beginning 04.01.2021 for children to use at home. This will differ 

from class to class so a checklist of resources will be updated by teachers – see Appendix A. A Remote Learning 

leaflet will remind parents to keep resources safe as they will need to be returned, and for parents to request 

replacements of items such as whiteboard pens or pencils. In the event of a replacement, parents will be asked to 

bring in the provided resource so it can be swapped for a new one.  

Some resources may need to be provided by parents. This could include items such as coloured pencils; balloons; 

etc. Teachers will provide a list of resources on a bi-weekly basis to ensure efficient preparation – See Appendix B. 

Online Learning – Protocols and Support 

The first session during Remote Learning will be focused on how to use the learning platform, and the protocols for 

online learning.  

Teachers will demonstrate and guide children through: 

• Online Learning Protocols (see below) 

• How to use the functions in Google Meet (mute/unmute; chat; pinning)  

• How to open links in a chat 

• How to interact using Interactive Whiteboards (KS2) 

• How to use Classroom Stream to ask for help (KS1) 

Online Learning Protocols: 

• Videos should always be enabled 

• The chat function should be used to answer questions and/or ask for help 

• Users should only UNMUTE when instructed– therefore background noise should be limited 

• Children should raise their hand if they wish to answer verbally 

• Children should wait to be called on before answering 

• Only teachers can be pinned, and only when instructed by a teacher to do so 

• Google Classroom’s Stream should only be used to inform teachers about important information and/or 

request help (KS1)  

• An Interactive Whiteboard should not be used inappropriately (KS2) 

• Teachers will remove students from the Meet at the end of the session – children must NOT leave of their 

own accord. 

Ensuring Access for All 

We realise that some families may struggle to access live teaching and/or online learning due to lack of access to the 

Internet or the number of available devices. To alleviate this, we will be putting the following into place: 

1. Learning Activities – We will print off worksheets and tasks each week. These will be organised into a 

Learning Booklet that will be picked up/delivered each week. Completed booklets will be returned/collected 

at this time. We will include activities that are aligned to the live teaching/learning timetable, and activities 

that children can complete independently, e.g., handwriting, spelling, consolidation (Maths, GPS, Phonics) , 

PE, etc. 

2. Recorded Teaching Material: All teaching material will be uploaded to Google Classroom as ‘Material’. 

Children can then access this material at a time suitable to them to support their learning. Some material 

may be recorded. Guidance for recording can be found in the Recording Remote Learning Policy 2020.2021. 

3. Intervention: Children receiving 1-2-1 support or intervention will continue to do so via individual Meet 

sessions with the relevant staff member. The details are as follows: 



a. Reading intervention: An additional individual reading slot will be allocated for children reading at 

least 3 levels below ARE. These children will be provided with a Reading Intervention Text that they 

must practice. They will then read this text to the staff member, and answer any relevant questions. 

Assessments will continue to be carried out every 3 weeks. 

b. KS2 Phonics Intervention: Children who are entitled to receiving Phonics Intervention in KS2 will be 

allocated a 30-minute slot with the relevant staff member each day. During this time they will 

continue to complete the Phonics Intervention Programme 

(https://www.greenshawlearningtrust.co.uk/virtual-curriculum?group=382) under the guidance of 

their teacher. Results and progress will continue to be assessed and recorded every fortnight.  

Remote Learning will be delivered as close as possible to the style used in school. Activities and expectations will be 

differentiated as appropriate. Children will also have allocated days and times to read to staff members individually. 

Pupils in Years 2 to 6 will have one slot per week; pupils in Year 1, and children completing Reading Intervention 

from Years 2 to 6, will have 2 slots per week. 

Wellbeing and School Community 

PSHE will be delivered each week to discuss wellbeing and wider PSHE concepts, in line with our school curriculum. 

Teachers will also ‘check in’ with children as often as possible. On Fridays, the ‘Foundation’ session will be focused 

on Creative Activities and/or Check-Ins, when teachers can review learning from the week, as well as discuss 

children’s emotional and mental wellbeing. 

We will continue to provide ways in which children can continue to be part of the school community, such as with 

weekly class assemblies, when children can touch base with the Head teacher and other members of the SMT. This is 

in addition to the scheduled school events which we will adapt to Remote Learning guidelines, and weekly, whole-

school competitions/activities set by the Pastoral Lead. 

Safeguarding 

Staff may be delivering remotely, or on the school premises. However, having two members of staff physically within 

the lesson may not be possible. To ensure that safeguarding guidelines and regulations are met, lessons will be 

recorded. Guidance for recording can be found in the Recording Remote Learning Policy 2020.2021. 

Impact 

Learning will continue as effectively as possible. Children will continue to engage with core subject content each day, 

and content from other learning on a rotational basis so subject matter is broad. In delivering learning in this 

manner, we will ensure that learning continues and that, upon returning, lessons that were not able to be delivered 

remotely, can be prioritised and delivered effectively. 

 

All children are expected to engage with learning during partial or full school closure. Key workers’ children and 

children who have been identified by the school or parents as vulnerable will access their learning material at school. 

As such, any instance in which work is NOT submitted on time or of the expected quality will be followed up as 

follows: 

• In the instance of missing work: 

o the child will be given an extension to the following morning to do so 

o If a child submits the work by the following morning, the marking will include a comment noting the 

late submission 

o If a child does NOT submit by the following morning, the Curriculum Coordinator or School 

Administrator will be informed 

o The CC or School Admin. will email the child’s parents/guardians using an agreed format – See 

Appendix C 

o A record will be kept by the class teacher using the Remote Learning Non-Submission form – 

Appendix D 

• In the instance of work of a differing/lower quality than expected, an email will be sent to parents with a 

comment referring to school expectations (Appendix E). 



• If a child misses an individual reading session, an email (Appendix F) will be sent to the parent immediately 

to inform them about this absence. Absence will also be recorded on the Remote Reading Slots Spreadsheet. 

 

All learning will align to National Curriculum objectives, so teachers will be able to track progress using the online 

tracking system – Insight. 

 

While end-of-unit assessments cannot be delivered in the traditional manner, teachers are still encouraged to ask 

children to complete quizzes or short tests to check learning and quality of teaching and learning. This will then be 

used to review and adapt the remote learning provision to ensure ongoing, eff ective delivery of teaching and 

learning experiences. 

 

Year 1 and LKS2 will NOT complete independent writing tasks while we are in partial or full school closure. Year 2 will 

review the tasks unit by unit before a decision is made. Where independent writes  are not completed, teachers will 

plan additional SPAG sessions to review learning and address gaps/confusions.  

UKS2 will complete the independent tasks as normal. To ensure effective write/review, the composition will be 

completed and returned on a Friday, and marked and uploaded to Google Classroom over the weekend. In this way, 

children can complete their review tasks on a Monday. 

 

 

 

This policy will be reviewed and edited as needed. Edit dates are below: 

First published: January 2021 

Edit: Friday 22nd January 2021 

Edit: Thursday 28th January 2021 

Edit: Friday 12th February 2021 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix 

Appendix A – Remote Learning Resources 

Teachers are expected to complete the table of resources that have been provided for children to use at home 

during partial/full school-closure. A table has been partially completed for Year 1 to demonstrate how resources 

should be recorded. The table MUST be updated if additional resources are handed out.  

 

Class/Year Group – Year 1 

Whiteboard 
Whiteboard pen 
Pencil 
Number line 
Number Grid/Square 
Alphabet sheet 
Glue stick 

 

Class/Year Group – Year 2 

Whiteboard 
Whiteboard pen 
Pencil 
Ruler 
Number line 
Number Grid/Square 

 

Class/Year Group – Year 3 

Whiteboard 
Whiteboard pen 
Pencil 
Ruler 
Glue stick 
Green correction pen 

 

Class/Year Group – Year 4 

Pencil 
Ruler 
Whiteboard 
Reading books 
Glue stick 
White board marker  
Plastic wallets 
Green editing pen 
Red/green folder in which your work comes home  

 

Class/Year Group – Year 5 

Pencil 
Ruler 
Green Correction Pen 
Glue Stick 
Whiteboard 
Whiteboard Pen 
Handwriting pen (some) 
Reading books 
Times table booklets 
Zipper bags 
Place value charts  
Protractors  



 

Class/Year Group – Year 6 

Pencil 
Green correction pen 
Coloured pencils 
Whiteboard 
Whiteboard pen 
Rubber 
Hundred – Thousand chart 
Maths times table booklet 
Hundreds – Thousands chart 
Maths times table booklet 

 

Appendix B – Resource Needed for Upcoming Learning 

 

Teachers should provide lists of resources that children may need to complete learning activities over a period of 2 

weeks at the very least, and by the dates outlined in the example below. These should be practical for parents to 

provide/procure. 

 

Year X 

Date of list Resources for weeks: Resources to be prepared 

08.01.2021 11.01.2021 - 22.01.2021 Coloured pencils 
Plant pot 
Soil (a mug worth) 
Sunflower seed/s 
Empty toilet roll 

15.01.2021 25.01.2021 - 05.02.2021  
29.01.2021 08.02.2021 - 12.02.2021  

12.02.2021 22.02.2021 - 05.03.2021  

26.02.2021 08.03.2021 - 19.03.2021  
 

 

To be updated if school closure continues beyond the Spring 2021 half-term holiday. 

 

 

Year 1 

Date of list Resources for weeks: Resources to be prepared 
08.01.2021 11.01.2021 - 22.01.2021 Sharpener 

Coloured pencils/crayons 
Scissors 

15.01.2021 25.01.2021 - 05.02.2021  
29.01.2021 08.02.2021 - 12.02.2021  

12.02.2021 22.02.2021 - 05.03.2021  

26.02.2021 08.03.2021 - 19.03.2021  
 

Year 2 

Date of list Resources for weeks: Resources to be prepared 
08.01.2021 11.01.2021 - 22.01.2021 Colouring pencils 

scissors,  
Sharpener 
Zip lock bag  
Paper towel 

15.01.2021 25.01.2021 - 05.02.2021  

29.01.2021 08.02.2021 - 12.02.2021  

12.02.2021 22.02.2021 - 05.03.2021  



26.02.2021 08.03.2021 - 19.03.2021  
 

Year 3 

Date of list Resources for weeks: Resources to be prepared 
08.01.2021 11.01.2021 - 22.01.2021 Sharpener 

Scissors 
Coloured pencils 

15.01.2021 25.01.2021 - 05.02.2021  
29.01.2021 08.02.2021 - 12.02.2021  

12.02.2021 22.02.2021 - 05.03.2021  
26.02.2021 08.03.2021 - 19.03.2021  

 

Year 4 
Date of list Resources for weeks: Resources to be prepared 

08.01.2021 11.01.2021 - 22.01.2021 > Colouring pencils 
> sharpener 
> scissors 
> whiteboard eraser/cloth/tissue  
> name badge so that I can put a 
face to a name and get to know who 
students are  
> a pair of tights or stocking/hosiery 
(scraps will do) 
>bowl 
>3 crackers or biscuits 
>a plastic zip lock bag with no holes 
>a banana 
> a tea towel 
> glass of any juice 
>glass of water 
>plenty of newspaper 
 

15.01.2021 25.01.2021 - 05.02.2021  

29.01.2021 08.02.2021 - 12.02.2021  
12.02.2021 22.02.2021 - 05.03.2021  

26.02.2021 08.03.2021 - 19.03.2021  
 

Year 5 

Date of list Resources for weeks: Resources to be prepared 
08.01.2021 11.01.2021 - 22.01.2021 1) A flowered potted plant, 

from garden OR usually 
available at Aldi 

2) Water 
3) A small plant pot 
4) Compost. 
5) jar/glass/container. 
6) A pair of scissors. 
7) Sharpener 

15.01.2021 25.01.2021 - 05.02.2021  

29.01.2021 08.02.2021 - 12.02.2021  
12.02.2021 22.02.2021 - 05.03.2021  

26.02.2021 08.03.2021 - 19.03.2021  

 

Year 6 

Date of list Resources for weeks: Resources to be prepared 



08.01.2021 11.01.2021 - 22.01.2021 Scissors 
Sharpener 

15.01.2021 25.01.2021 - 05.02.2021  

29.01.2021 08.02.2021 - 12.02.2021  
12.02.2021 22.02.2021 - 05.03.2021  

26.02.2021 08.03.2021 - 19.03.2021  
 

 

 

Appendix C – Format of Email for Non-Submission of Learning Activities: 

 

[Date] 

 

Dear Parent/Guardian.  

 

Your child did not submit all the work that was due for [date]. Please ensure that the work is completed in full, and 

that future tasks are submitted on time.  

 

A record is being kept of submission and completion of tasks.  

 

If there is a reason for why the work has not been submitted, please reply to this email so we can provide the 

necessary support.  

 

Yours Sincerely,  

 

Rasheda Apa/Class Teacher 

 

Appendix D – Non-Submission Form 

The following is a template of a non-submission form that should be used for individual students if and when 

applicable. 

Additional rows should be added as needed. 

*This box should be filled with ‘Phonics’ (Y1), ‘Spelling’ (Y2) or ‘Reading’ (as applicable.  

 

Name: ____________________________________ 

Date Maths Writing * Foundation Independent 

      
      

      
      

      
      

      

 

Appendix E – Format of Email for Quality/Presentation Lower than School Standards 

[Date] 

 

Dear Parent/Guardian.  

 

Your child’s work for [subject/s]  was not up to the standard or quality expected. Please encourage your child to be 

careful and conscious with their work.  

 

If there is a reason for why the work has been submitted in this manner, please reply to this email so we can provide 

the necessary support.  



 

Yours Sincerely,  

 

Rasheda Apa/Class Teacher 

 

Appendix F – Format of Email for Missed Individual/Intervention Reading Slots 

Assalamu Alaykum, 

 

Your child had a session to read individually with an Apa. This slot has been missed.  

 

Missing a reading session can greatly affect reading fluency and greater academic achievement. 

 

Please review previous emails and your child's Class Stream for the allocated time(s) and day(s) for your child's 

reading.  

 

Please contact the School Office with any questions or queries.  

 

Wassalam 

Rasheda Apa 


